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Reference & Fact Finding

Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society [REF HF 5387 .E53]
Includes 900 essays by scholars, arranged alphabetically by topic, on all aspects of business ethics.

Encyclopedia of Leadership [REF HD 57.7 .E53]
400 entries in 19 categories ranging from the arts to gender pertaining to leadership theories and practices.

Encyclopedia of Management [REF HD 30.15 .E49]
350 topics in management theories and applications

Business: The Ultimate Resource [REF HD 38.15 .B878]
Provides over 100 original essays, interviews, and biographies, over 7,000 terms and definitions, summaries of influential business books, and lists of additional resources.

Books & Articles

WorldCat Discovery is a single search box on the Library's homepage that searches:

- All library-owned print books, including textbooks and reserves
- Millions of ebooks through eBook Central, Google Books, and the Hathi Trust Digital Library
- Journal articles, conference papers and newspaper articles from most of the Library's databases
  - Some databases are better suited to being searched directly (see the next section)
- And books and articles outside of our library by selecting Libraries Worldwide
  - Request items from other libraries using the “Request Items” button

Simply enter your terms into the single search box on the Library home page, and click Search. Use the resulting options (print book or article; date range; author, etc.) on the left of the results page to refine your search.

ONE SEARCH TO FIND THEM ALL
Browse the Call Numbers of print books (find and look around the below locations in the book shelves):

HF5548.2
HD

Specific Subject Heading Searching: For example: Enter “su:(strategic planning)” in WorldCat Discovery

Management
Strategic planning
Corporate planning

Other Article Databases

WorldCat Discovery searches MOST of the library databases. Those listed here are either NOT available via WorldCat Discovery or contain content that must be found or are better found directly in the relevant database. Each database below will include a note indicating not found (NF) or better found (BF).

If you cannot access the full text of an article in these databases, place an Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery request.

Business Source Elite (BF – especially for company information and SWOT)
Full-text coverage of scholarly business, management and economics journals. Also includes Company Profiles with SWOT analysis.

Nexis Uni (NF)
News, company and industry information, financial information, and full text articles.

Small Business Resource Center (BF)
Learn how to start, finance or manage your small business. Resources include sample business plans, how to guides, articles and websites.

Statista (NF)
Statistics and studies gathered by market researchers, trade organizations, scientific publications, and government sources on over 600 industries

Great Websites!

American Management Association [http://www.amanet.org/index.htm]
Includes research studies, and online library, conference announcements and more.

United States Small Business Administration [http://www.sba.gov/]
Maintained by the Federal Government, this site includes eBooks, business news, business law information and more.

12Manage [http://www.12manage.com]
Explanation of over 400 management methods, models and organizational theory.